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level of difficultytime required 
15-30 minutes

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

1 Clean the bamboo storage container with detergent and water and let it dry well 
out.

2 Now, stick the masking tape onto the container from above with a distance of 
approx. 15 mm and from below with a distance of approx. 10 mm.

3 Spread the well stirred paint Chalky Finish of salmon pink colour with a brush from 
the Chalky Basic brush set. After a short drying, remove the masking tape. Let the 
paint dry out.

4 Fill the small bowl with cold water and dip the cut-out decorative peel-off motif 
"Delicious cookies" into it.

5 Proceed now according to the instructions for the decorative peel-off motifs and 
apply the motif to the bamboo storage container.

6 Fix it on with the cosmetic tissue from the centre over the motif and thus absorb 
the excess liquid.

7 Remove the transparent transfer foil after approx. 3 hours.

8 Use the golden All Purpose marker to add dots as a decorative element on the edge 
of the upper colour strip.

1 Prime the wooden lid with the Chalky Finish Blocker and let it dry for at least 5 days.

2 Clean the bamboo storage container with detergent and water and let it dry well 
out.

3 Fill the small bowl with cold water and dip the cut-out decorative peel-off motif 
"little things" into it.

4 Proceed now according to the instructions for the decorative peel-off motifs and 
apply the motif to the bamboo storage container.

5 Fix it on with the cosmetic tissue from the centre over the motif and thus absorb 
the excess liquid.

6 Remove the transparent transfer foil after approx. 3 hours.

7 After the 5-day drying period, you can paint the lid of the storage container with 
the pink paint Chalky Finish and a flat brush.

tip: 
This applies to both containers: the storage containers can be washed by hand or directly in the dishwasher using the delicate wash cycle (up to 50°C).

Delicious Cookies:
46 431 000 Bamboo storage container, square-shaped, 700 ml 1 piece
50 107 000 Decorative peel-off motif "Delicious" 1/4 piece
38 867 266 Chalky Finish, salmon pink 1/30 can
38 260 06 Marker, fine tip "S", gold 1 piece
37 319 000 Brush set „Chalky Basic“ 1 piece

Additionally you need:
Detergent, masking tape, small bowl, cold water, cosmetic tissue

Little things:
38 885 000 Chalky Finish Blocker 1/30 can
46 428 000 Bamboo storage container, round, 450 ml, 10.5 cm ø 1 piece
50 106 000 Decorative peel-off motif "really important" ½ piece
38 867 264 Chalky Finish, pink 1/30 can
37 053 000 Brush set Hobby Kreativ 1 piece

Additionally you need:
Detergent, small bowl, cold water, cosmetic tissue
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